
STEAD AND THE 

found enormous numbers of cultured and polished Dutch-descended 
South Africans using English as their daily form of speech, and in 
no way distinguishable from the rest of the nineteenth century 
Europeans. Our most noted judges, our most doqu~nt lawyers, 
our most skilful physicians, are frequently men of this blood; the 
lists of the yearly examinations of our Cape University are largely 
filled with Dutch names, and women as well as men rank high in the 
order of merit. It would sometimes almost seem as if the long repose 
the people have had from the heated life of cities, with the large tax 
upon the nervous system, had sent them back to the world of intel
lectual occupations with more than the ordinary grasp of power. In 
many cases they go home to Europe to study, and doubtless their 
college life and English friendships bind Britain close to their hearts 
as to ours who are English born. The present State Attorney of the 
Transvaal is a man who has taken some of the highest honours 
Cambridge can bestow. Besides, there exist still our old simple 
farmers or Boers, found in the greatest perfection in the midland 
districts of the Colony, in the Transvaal and Free State, who consti
tute a large part of the virile backbone of South Africa. Clinging to 
their old seventeenth century faiths and manners, and speaking their 
African taal, they are yet tending to pass rapidly away, displaced by 
their own cultured modern children; but they still form a large and 
powerful body. Year by year the lines dividing the South Africans 
from their more lately arrived English-descent brothers are passing 
away.' 

• • • 
'There is peace to-day in the land; the two great white races, day 

by day, hour by hour, are blending their blood, and both are mixing 
with the stranger. No day passes but from the veins of some Dutch 
South African woman, the English South African man's child is 
I eing fed; not a week passes but the birth-cry of the English South 
African woman's child gives voice to the Dutchman's offspring; not 
an hour passes but on farm, and in town and village, Dutch hearts 
are winding about English, and English about Dutch. If the Angel 
of Death should spread his wings across the land and strike dead in 
one night every man and woman and child of either the Dutch or the 
English blood, leaving the other alive, the land would be a land of 
mourning. There would be not one household, nor the heart of an 
African-born man or woman that would not be weary with grief. 

' 
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We should weep the friends of our childhood, the companions of our 
early life, our grandchildren, our kindred, the souls who have loved 
us and whom we have loved. In destroying the one race we would 
have isolated the other. Time, the great healer of all differences, is 
blending us into a great mutual people, and love is moving faster than 
time. It is no growing hatred between Dutch and English South 
African born men and women that calls for war. On the lips of babes 
we salute both races daily.' 

• • • 
'I know of no more graphic image in the history of the world than 

the figure of Franklin when he stood before the Lords of Council in 
England, giving evidence, striving, fighting, to save America for 
England. Browbeaten, flouted, jeered at by the courtiers, his words 
hurled back at him as lies, he stood there fighting for England. 
England recognizes now that it was he who tried to save an empire 
for her; and that the men who flouted and browbeat him, lost it. 
There is nothing more pathetic than the way in which Americans 
who loved England, Washington and Franklin, strove to keep the 
maiden vessel moored close to her mother's side, bound by bonds of 
love and sympathy, that alone could bind them. Their hands were 
beaten down, bruised and bleeding, wounded by the very men they 
came to save, till they let go the mother ship and drifted away on 
their own great imperial course across the seas of time. 
'England knows now what those men strove to do for her, and the 

names of Washington and Franklin will ever stand high in honour 
where the English tongue is spoken; the names of Hutchinson, and 
North, and Grafton are not forgotten also; it might be well for them 
if they were! 
'Do not say to us: "You Englishmen, when the war is over, you can 

wrap the mantle of our imperial glory around you and walk about 
boasting that the victory is yours." 
'We could never wrap that mantle round us again. We have worn 

it with pride. We could never wear it then. There would be blood 
upon it, and the blood would be our brothers'.' 

Assuming that Stead was right in condemning the war, how far was 
he justified in his unwavering, untiring, uncompromising opposition 
to it, once his countrymen were in arms? Many people, in different 
degrees, will be inclined to condemn him still, as he was condemned 
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-then. Speaking for myself, I would say he was justified up to the 
hilt.! And as one evidence of this I would point to the effect of his 
words and actions on the leaders of the Dutch race in South Mrica. 
No two men were better qualified to speak for their compatriots than 
Mr. A. Fischer and Mr. Steyn, ex-President of the Orange Free 
State. Mter some congratulatory words regarding the completion 
of the twenty-first year of the existence of the Review of Reviews, Mr. 
Fischer, in a letter dated March 22, 1911, said: 

'My object in writing is more particularly to express the gratitude 
we feel for the noble stand you and your Review took up in the 
cause of truth and justice in those dark days when prejudice and 
misrepresentation were doing their worst to poison the minds of your 
countrymen against South Mricans, and succeeded but too well for 
a time. To-day they must be prejudiced indeed who would not 
ac~owledge that by your courage in declaring and waging war 
agamst war, you helped as much as any public writer to make 
honourable peace possible and to weld lasting bonds of friendship 
between those who ought - had the truth been known and believed 
as you knew and believed it- never to have been enemies at all. 
Your justification has come and you may well be proud of the way 
your facts and forecasts have been verified as proclaimed in the 
Review.' 

Ex-President Steyn, writing on the same occasion (March 19, 1911), 
expressed himself as follows: 

'We in South Mrica feel that we owe you a deep debt of gratitude 
not only for the fearless manner you stood by us during the war, but 
also for your great assistance to secure us self-government after the 
war. You, and other good men and women, made it possible for us 
to accept self-government and to work whole-heartedly for the better 
understanding between former foes, for with Sir H. Campbell
Bannerman, you showed us that England was great enough to keep 
her word with a small nation.' 

1 On the understanding, of course, that he was prepared to be imprisoned 
or executed for rebelling against his country's Government. Every one who 
knew Stead knew that he would go gladly either to gaol or to the scaffold in 
such a cause. 

CHAPTER 25 

STEAD'S FRIENDSHIP WITH CECIL RHODES- THEIR 

TALKS TOGETHER, I891-190I 

I 

I N. the ey~s of many of his Radical associates, Stead's friendship 
With Cecil Rhodes seemed almost as inexplicable as his tolerance 

for- not to say, his sympathy with- Russian autocracy. 'To me,' 
?eclared. Mr. Labouchere in Truth, March 29, 1900, 'this Empire 
Jerry-bu~lder has always been a mere vulgar promoter masquerading 
as a patnot, and the figure-head of a gang of astute Hebrew financiers 
with whom he divided profits.' Mter Rhodes's death this estimate 
was to be revised a little. 'I do not suppose he cared for money 
except for the power it gave,' Mr. Labouchere wrote then, 'and 
though, in the making of it, he had to associate himself with a crew 
of financial adventurers, he was head and shoulders above them all.' 
That was about as far as most Radicals would go in Rhodes's praise; 
and that Stead could revere him as the greatest Englishman of our 
time seemed to them a matter alike for astonishment and for regret. 
People who habitually decried Stead, or laughed at him, pointed to 
it as one additional and perhaps crowning illustration of his incor
rigibl~ wrong-headedness. To know Stead properly, I feel, it is 
essential to try to know also his beloved 'Colossus.' 
. 'Re~ere' and '?eloved' are strong words, but not extravagant, really, 
m this connectiOn. Stead was not blind to the less admirable side of 
Rhod~'s nature- his eyes were being continually opened to it by 
revelatwns from the great man's intimates: we shall see just now the 
reluctant testimony of Edmund Garrett. But, with all his weaknesses 
and shortcomings, Rhodes remained for him to the end something 
very like an idol. Garrett, also, admired Rhodes immensely, but he 
could not, he confesses, 'revere' him. His admiration was a long way 
'on this side idolatry.' 
Before we come to the talks with Rhodes with which I shall be 

dealing in this chapter, it may be well to try to see him more clearly as 
Stead and Garrett saw him. I shall give first some extracts from a char
acter-sket~h by St~ad in.the Review of Reviews for December, 1899. 
A very tlmely arucle this must have seemed to Rhodes. Ever since 

the Jameson Raid he had been in the Doldrums- or, we might almost 
199 
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say, in the Dock. And he was still painfully conscious of having made 
a dreadful mess of things. In such circumstances, and in such a 
frame of mind, he must have welcomed gratefully Stead's vigorous 
'speech for the defence.' That is what the character-sketch was 
meant to be and what it amounts to. It is no mere high-flown 
panegyric but a skilfully conceived presentation of Rhodes's case
an appeal to the British public to understand him and place their 
trust in him. 
Having recalled how, during the long and blundering negotiations 

which led up to the war, Rhodes had kept religiously in the back
ground, maintaining the strictest reserve, and how, when hostilities 
at last became inevitable, he set out for Kimberley on the very eve of 
its investment by the Boers, Stead proceeds: 

'There he is, and there he is likely to remain. He has equipped a 
force of 400 men at a cost of £I 5 ,ooo, and cheerfully awaits develop
ment of events. Of the wisdom of placing himself in such an exposed 
position, almost within grasp of the enemy, it is unnecessary to speak. 
Mr. Rhodes is not a man who acts upon calculation in such a case, 
but upon instinct. The same instinct which carried him into the 
Matoppos when it was necessary to induce the Matabele to lay down 
their arms, led him to throw in his lot with the beleaguered town 
which has sprung up round the diamond mines of De Beers. The 
fate of Kimberley is as nothing in popular estimation compared with 
the fate of ~r. Rhodes. Kimberley might be taken and retaken. The 
valuable machinery of De Beers might be destroyed and the town 
razed to the ground. These incidents of warfare would be regarded 
as mere trivialities compared with the sensation that would be 
produced if Mr. Rhodes were a captive in the hands of President 
Kruger. It is doubtful whether he would ever be taken alive, and 
throughout the Empire the disappearance of Mr. Rhodes would be 
counted a loss that would be dearly purchased by the annexation of 
both the Dutch Republics of South Mrica.' 

Then comes an effective illustration of Rhodes's 'bigness.' He had 
told Stead at their last meeting in London that he was going to follow 
Sir Alfred Milner blindfold - even into war. Here Rhodes and Stead 
parted company. The article continues: 

'I drew the line at war. Mr. Rhodes drew no line, and, now that Mr. 
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Chamberlain's war has begun, Mr. Rhodes supports it without 
reserve. That he disapproves of my opposition to the war I know, 
but my relations with Mr. Rhodes have never been based on the 
principle that I had to subordinate my judgment or govern my action 
according to his wishes. Mter a tolerably long experience of working 
with statesmen, both at home and abroad, whose policy I have had 
alternately to support and oppose, I may say I know none who is so 
tolerant of difference of opinion, and who recognizes so fully the 
right of private judgment and of independent action on the part of 
his friends. I have repeatedly opposed Mr. Rhodes on matters on 
which he felt very strongly, but it has never affected the cordiality of 
our friendship or the sincerity of our alliance for the attainment of 
those objects on which we were agreed. It is true that I have never 
put it to quite so great a strain as at present, and it may be that Mr. 
Rhodes may consider that I have gone too far in opposing this war 
ever to resume the old confidential relations which have now lasted 
for nearly a dozen years. If so, I should regret it extremely, but of 
course that would not in the least affect the question of the right 
course to pursue in the present circumstances. I can hardly give a 
stronger proof of my inherent confidence in the broadminded toler
ance of the man than to say that I do not anticipate any such result. 
I know the real Mr. Rhodes so well, and appreciate the greatness of 
his ideals. This war, important as it is and momentous as are likely 
to be the issues which it will raise, is but an incident. Mr. Rhodes's 
ideas, his aspirations, if you like, his ambitions, are too vast for him 
to allow difference of opinion upon detail, even such a detail as this, 
to affect his relations with those whom he knows to be thoroughly at 
one with him in his ultimate aim. . . . 
'As I write these lines I remember a curious instance which illus

trates the point that I am driving at. When Mr. Rhodes came home 
in 1896, I was very anxious to have him sent to prison, and made no 
secret of my desire, to him or to Ministers. Mr. Rhodes had no 
hankering after gaol, but although he knew that I wanted him locked 
up (believing that it would have been much better for him, for the 
cause of the Empire, and for the future of South Mrica), he recog
nized that that was one of the questions upon which I had a right to 
my own opinion, and that my desire to clap him in Holloway was 
prompted by the same motive which led me to help him to his Charter 
and to support his African policy. . . . 

I 

t 

. -
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'I have always treated Mr. Rhodes, both publicly and privately, as 
a. man who n:garded his own personal interests and his own personal 
atms as dust m the balance compared with his great ideal. When you 
~ve h~d twelve years of experience of acting on this principle, it is 
tmposstble not to know whether your working hypothesis has or has 
not been verified by results. Mter that test I shall "believe in 
Rhodes." • 

Stead goes on to portray his hero in aspects which since then have 
been made familiar by Sir T. E. Fuller1 and other biographers, but 
~hich. at that time were little known and to many people almost 
mcredtble: as the man whom Gordon wanted to have with him at 
Khartoum; as the single-minded idealist, wholly indifferent to wealth 
save in so far as it might further his patriotic projects -the Million
aire with Imagination- the Thinker in Continents· as the almost 
ideal employer, just and thoughtful and generous, ~f whom it had 
been testified that, after the missionaries, no person had done so much 
for the natives of South Mrica;2 as the only white man in whom the 
Matabele would place their trust; and, finally, as that 'Loyola of the 
Empire' with whose early dreams and hopes we have in a previous 
chapter made acquaintance. This passage, also, I shall give in full: 

'I. used a phrase about Mr. Rhodes many years ago, the truth of 
which seems to me to be illustrated and confirmed by his support of 
the present war policy in South Mrica. I said he was a great man 
~hose ethical development had been somewhat neglected. Consider
mg how many small men there are taking part in journalism and 
politics whose ethical development has never even begun, that fact 
IS no reason why I should refuse to recognize the grandeur and 
sublimity of Mr. Rhodes's political ideas. But this neglected develop
ment of the ethical side of the man exposes him to the.same temptation 
bef?re whi~h I.gnatius Loyola ~d his followers succumbed. Loyola 
beheved With mtense and passtonate earnestness in the theory that 
the Roman Church was the divinely appointed agency for saving the 
world. To strengthen that church, to extend its dominion, and to 
suppress all those who rebelled against it, became his supreme 
morality; and in the attaining of that end the question of means 

: Sir T. E. Fuller's Cecil Rlwdes: A Monograph, 1910. A fascinating book. 
By the Rev. Donald Macleod in an article in Good Words. Dr. Macleod 

had made a personal investigation into the labour conditions at Kimberley. 
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became a mere detail. Hence Jesuitism, with its doctrine that the end 
justifies the means,! brought the Society into disrepute, and enor
mously weakened the influence which it exerted in realizing its 
ideals. It is just the same with Mr. Rhodes. He is the Loyola of 
politics. To him the extension of the influence and authority of the 
English-speaking race and the maintenance of its unity are things 
which overshadow all other objects. And in attaining that end he is 
apt to be regardless of the scruples which would weigh with other 
men. 
'Nevertheless, while admitting this sorrowfully and even mournfully, 

it is well to remember that the extent to which he overstepped the 
strict rules of right in the case of the Jameson Raid has been 
enormously exaggerated. That he labours under an undeserved 
opprobrium, is entirely due to the fact that he was so magnanimous 
and patriotic that he preferred deliberately to bear the burden of 
other people's sins, preferring to suffer rather than vindicate himself 
by letting the whole truth be known. There are few finer spectacles 
in contemporary politics than the way in which Mr. Rhodes shielded 
Mr. Chamberlain before the South Mrican Committee. It is true 
that while he was in Mrica he had in unguarded moments blurted out 
the truth as to the support which he had received from the Colonial 
Office; but when it came to the point, and he had to choose between 
giving away a department of the Empire or enduring silently the 
unjust censure for which his enemies were thirsting, he chose the 
latter without a murmur.' 

• • • 
It was from Nordrach- although he talks as though he were still at 

the Cape- that Garrett, early in December, 1899, wrote as follows to 
Stead: 

'The Rhodes in the R. of R.'s was, of course, extremely powerful and 
original and it's quite possible you, from further away, see him truer 
on the big lines of truth. For us who see him very close in S.A., your 
atmosphere of moral grandeur, elevation as well as bigness, is very 
hard to associate with our hero. We see too close, like the valet. He 
is always surrounded by contemptibles, and they pander; and he 
insists on taking all men on their lower side. It often revolts me, and, 

1 The Jesuits themselves consistently deny that this is their doctrine. See 
The Catholic Encyclopcedia, Vol. XIV, p. 104. 
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when it does, his word is always "unctuous rectitude." I feel the 
greatness always better when I'm not in personal contact -for just 
these reasons ... of course, I know rectitude is easier on the smaller 
scale but I can't re'Vere a man, though I may admire him, unless I 
feel that besides being a greater he is a better man than myself; and I 
don't feel that about Rhodes. You do feel that at bottom he is really 
good: that he loves "righteousness," as the Dutch call it. They will 
never feel or believe that of him again. We thought they would come 
round. They never will to him. The role you cast him for is im
possible.' 

This had been Garrett's view of Rhodes throughout his five years' 
editorship of the Cape Times- his view of him, that is to say, from 
close at hand. 'Close to, at the Cape,' he had written to Stead in July, 
1896, 'one can't quite pitch him so high as a man; or show his politics 
as so little drossy in essence. But it is worth anything, I believe, to 
all of us to have somebody who will publicly say- "I believe in So
and-so's moral nature." I don't quite believe in C. J. R.'s moral 
nature, but then that prevents me from helping to make it what I 
should like. I do, of course, believe in some things about him, with 
all my heart.' 
And in January 1898, he had come back to the subject in a some

what similar strain- Rhodes's health had been causing anxiety. 

'We are staking a good bit on Rhodes's cardiac valves, but if I had 
been in a funk you would have heard long ago. I am far more afraid 
(in your ear), and so is Milner, of a sort of Kaiser-like manie des 
grandeurs, a sort of fanatical hyperresthesia of the Ego cuticle, the sort 
of thing the Greeks said preceded and brought Nemesis, which grows 
on him- and may impair his judgment again as it did in '95-6. Poor 
old C. J. R.l A big man, among some terribly small ones, and with a 
petty side, like Napoleon -like all big men apparently. This country 
would be dull without him shoving.' 

But Garrett, also, came to see the 'big man' more favourably 'from 
farther away' - and perhaps to 'see him truer on the big lines of 
truth.' In the brilliant memoir of Rhodes which he contributed to 
the Contemporary Re'View for June, 1902, he has much more to say for 
him. This is generally regarded as the best portrait of Rhodes ever 
painted and, although it does not hide his faults, the man it shows us 
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is good as well as great: 'no angel, but a big, rough-grained, strong
headed, great-hearted man.' It bears out almost everything that 
Stead, in his less carefully chosen words, used to claim for Rhodes: 
that he was kind and magnanimous and splendidly brave; that his 
life-work was 'a devouring passion to him,' and that, while he was no 
ascetic, he was almost like 'one dedicated to an order of working 
friars' in the intensity of his idealism. Incidentally, the article puts 
the living man before us with wonderful vividness -'the leonine head, 
always looking large even on the large loose-knit body; the light, crisp 
hair, grizzling fast at the temples, tumbled impatiently on end above 
the wide and massive forehead ... the face red, tanned, weather
beaten -an outdoor face; the chin and jaw formidable, except when 
lit by an attractive, almost boyish, smile; the prominent, light-grey, 
absent-minded eyes ... .' We see him and hear him- 'talking, 
listening; speaking often not to the moment but as one elliptically 
following worn grooves of solitary thought: conceding "you object 
very fairly" ... pouncing, "but I meet you there; the real crux is" 
so-and-so; appealing, "you catch my thought?"; seeming not to argue 
but to think aloud; without eloquence, without dialectics, without 
charm, as commonly understood; making admissions, making 
confidences; insisting, recapitulating, riding a phrase to death, 
breaking from deep notes into a queer falsetto; but always going to 
the root of the matter - and often making a conquest by sheer frank 
force of personality . ... "It's all right about B." comes the next 
report in council. "He will come in with me- no, not squared, 
you're quite wrong- just on the personal!" Yes, that was the really 
formidable Rhodes - the Rhodes who won men not on the purse, but, 
in his own phrase, "on the personal." • 

II 

Among Stead's papers have been preserved typewritten .record~, 
dictated in his rapid, unstudied way, of a number of talks With Cecll 
Rhodes. They were, for the most part, long, discursive, intimate 
talks, not to be turned to account as 'interviews.' Stead drew upon 
them, of course, from time to time, when discussing Rhodes's 
achievements and opinions, but a good deal of what follows will be 
quite new, I think, even to his most constant readers and most 
intimate friends. 
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A wide variety of subjects were touched upon in these conversations 
and they will furnish, here and there, valuable 'Footnotes to History: 
to some future chronicler of our times. I shall restrict myself, how
ever, to the passages which bear directly on the friendship between 
the two men and on the hopes which formed so close a bond between 
them. 
Nearly all their plans and hopes had root in that grandiose idea of a 

world-wide English-speaking Confederation which pre-occupied 
them from almost the first hours of their acquaintance in April 1889. 
T~e fateful pig-heade~ess of George III was often the starting
pomt for thetr debates. To think of the insensate folly of that man!' 
Rhodes began once at dinner at the Burlington Hotel, his favourite 
L~ndon home, almost as soon as he and his guests - Stead, Sir John 
Willoughby, Mr. Abe Bailey and two others- had taken their seats 
at table. 'To think of the insensate folly of that man! And two or 
three of his advisers were worse than he. But for George III war 
woul~ have ?een unknown throughout the world to-day. The 
English-speaking race would have been reorganized as a unit with 
its central Parliament meeting alternately in New York and Lo~don 
and it would have given peace to the world. There would have bee~ 
nothing more for Krupp to do or any of your cannon-makers. And 
to think of all that lost because of the insensate folly of that man!' 
A beginning after Stead's own heart! 'Excellent!' he exclaimed 

'All political discussions concerning the Empire ought to begin witl~ 
a formal anathema upon George III!' 
?n this particular occasion the talk drifted quickly into a quite 

dtfferent channel. The date was July 19, 1901. The war in South 
Mrica was the burning topic of the moment, and Rhodes's next 
anathema was for Kruger and Krugerism. Mter the Transvaal came 
Rhodesia, and Stead learnt how the problem of religious education 
had been solved at Bulawayo - a Jew teaching in one schoolroom a 
Pr?testant in another, a Salvationist in a third, the time for instructi~n 
be~ng fr?m 8 a.m. to 8.30, and children without a creed of any kind 
bemg_ gtven an extra lesson in geography. 'It would never do,' 
expla~ned Rhodes, 'to allow a lad to run wild from 8 to 8.30, throwing 
up _his c~p and thanking God he was an atheist!' Whether the Jews 
believed m a future life, how South Mrica could be federated how 
soon Canada would become part and parcel of the United States, 
these and half a dozen other questions then came up in turn for 
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consideration. On the whole, it was not one of the most memorable 
' apparently, of the Rhodes dinner-parties, except for the presence of 

Mr. Abe Bailey, thenceforth a firm friend of Stead's. 'A very straight 
man,' was Stead's impression of him, 'Straight in face and straight, 
I should say, in character. His conversation was more interesting 
than that of anybody else, not even excepting Mr. Rhodes who had 
not so much new to say.' 
The theme of Anglo-American world-predominance is treated of 

most fully in the first of the conversations, held in Stead's office at 
Mowbray House in February, 1891. We have seen in Chapter 18 
how Stead came to convince himself that the centre of the English
speaking world must presently shift to the United States. He now 
broaches this bold theory to Rhodes. 
'What do you think?' he asks. 'Should we not join the American 

Republic, the whole of the British Empire being reorganized on the 
basis of the American Constitution?' 
Rhodes - Stead tells us- became rather excited for the moment 

' then replied: 
'How our ideas growl I take it- I take it! Our two minds are 

moving exactly alike. I understand you mean to say that if you 
secured the union of the English-speaking peoples, you would be 
willing to be annexed to the American Republic. So would I. Dear 
me, how ideas expand! I thought my ideas were tolerably large, but 
yours have outgrown them. Yes, yes, you are quite right. For the 
sake of that great need let us all join the Republic!' 

One would have liked to ask Stead what his old father, by this time 
in Heaven, was disposed to think about the necessity for the proposed 
amplification of Pax Britannica! One cannot read about it without 
remembering the wise old gentleman's remark to his son, in the early 
'seventies, about not encroaching too much on the province of God 
Almighty! 
We need not follow this discourse of Rhodes' any further- it was 

merely an elaboration in detail of the doctrine implied in these 
opening sentences and summarized for us by Stead in the passages 
cited in Chapter 14. From the standpoint of what the two idealists 
held to be (undeniably) the 'elect race' it was a most inspiring 
doctrine. 
Among the inferior races actually specified by Rhodes in this 

connection were the French, the Germans, and the Portuguese. 
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Thinking chiefly of the latter, whose presence in Mrica was a per
petual vexation to him, he broke out: 'Do you mean to tell me that 
any part was left in perpetuity for the pigmies? That these regions 
have to be peopled by pigmies while a superior race stands multi
plying outside? I do not believe it. Our people will never adopt the 
doctrines of Malthus. They will go on multiplying and probably in 
zoo years they will fill the whole world. That is what we have to look 
forward to.' 

The Spanish were not mentioned, but one may assume that Rhodes 
held them in not much higher esteem than the Portuguese, certainly 
not higher than the French and Germans . . And yet, as we have 
already learnt, it was to a Spaniard he went for inspiration in his 
chief project for bringing his dream into being- to Loyola. Indeed, 
even in his everyday life as a practical statesman at the Cape, he tells 
Stead that he had modelled himself on the Society of Loyola and 
Francis Xavier. 'In South Mrica, I am a Dutchman, remember,' he 
declares; 'I am all things to all men, I am a Jesuit. As the Jesuits 
were Chinese in China, so I am a Dutchman in South Mrica,' and he 
proceeds to tell of the University which he is anxious to create in 
Cape Town. 'Hofmeyr distrusts this,' he says, with a smile. 'He sees 
possibilities in it. I see possibilities in it also - certainties! I shall 
have my own rectors and professors, men who will be imbued with 
the true ideas, men who will widen the outlook of their students.' 
One can imagine the glow of humorous triumph upon Rhodes's face 
as he gave out these words. Rhodes's friends describe how, when he 
was particularly pleased with hiinself, he used to sit upon his hands 
and rock his body about like a great schoolboy. Cannot one picture 
him so now, exulting over his benevolent, but guileful, day-dream
his Jesuitical outwitting of the very estimable but exasperatingly 
hide-bound Dutch? 
The talk concentrated presently upon the Secret Society- the 

Society of the Elect (Rhodes liked that word) who were to bind 
theinselves to work for the British Empire in the way in which the 
Jesuits worked for the Church of Rome. 

Hitherto, apart from Stead, Rhodes had confided his scheme only 
to Lord Rothschild and to 'little Johnston.'1 He had actually made 
his will, bequeathing his wealth in trust to the former for use in 

1 The tenn almost always used by Rhodes (as mentioned before) in talking 
of Mr. H. H. Johnston, not yet Sir Harry. 

THEIR TALKS TOGETHER 

connection with it. But he had grave misgivings in this connection. 
Lord Rothschild, he felt, was an excellent man, but entirely lacking 
in imagination. Rich men of the Rothschild type were to him an 
object of contemptuous pity. 'Look at the criminal in his cell,' he 
exclaimed to Stead, 'and at Lord Rothschild! It is hard to say which 
has the harder lot. The prisoner has some fun, at least, with the 
spiders and the mice, but look at Rothschild! Out of the 365 days, 
he spends 300 in turning over bits of paper and marking them. Look 
at the two men far enough off, so as not to see any difference in 
clothing, and it will be hard to see any difference between them. 
Think of that man and his millions - what could he not do with 
them!' 
This by way of preface to what he was now coming to. Stead's 

Review of Reviews and 'Association of Helpers,' he went on, had 
made a good beginning for the work he had in mind: 'You have got 
all the ideas, but you require the funds.' In a year or two, the funds 
should be forthcoming- enough even to buy The Times, if necessary. 
But Lord Rothschild must not be left in sole control of the money. 
There must be a General of the Society, with powers like those of the 
General of the Jesuits, and there must be a Committee of three or so. 
' You have the ideas, you understand, and little Johnston, he knows 
- what would you say to you and Johnston being associated with 
Rothschild in this Trust?' Stead feared that Johnston- the right 
man in other respects - would not be available, being generally away 
in Mrica. Rhodes agreed. Very well, then, let the Trust be vested 
in Rothschild and Stead alone. Rothschild would not like that, 
Stead objected laughingly. 'When he reads the will and finds that I 
am in it also, there will be ructions!' 
'Well,' said Rhodes, 'I don't mind. I shall be gone!' 
And so it was left. Here, verbatim, is Stead's concluding paragraph: 

'I telegraphed for Brett, who came two hours later and we had a long 
talk. The net upshot of which was that the ideal arrangement would 
be, so far as we could see at present: Rhodes, General of the Society; 
Stead, Brett, Milner, to be the Junta of three. Mter Rhodes, Stead 
to be General, with a third, who might be Rothschild in succession; 
behind them, Manning, the Booths, little Johnston, Albert Grey, 
Arthur Balfour, to constitute a circle of Initiates. The Association of 
Helpers to be developed. A College, say under Professor Seeley, to be 
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established to train people in the English-speaking idea. Brett 
thought that some money should be in at once - not much, but some.' 

The sequel is told on May 5, 1891, Stead having had meanwhile a 
second talk with Rhodes and one with Milner, recently home from 
Egypt, who is 'filled with admiration' and full of enthusiasm for the 
scheme: Milner himself, it seems, had cherished a somewhat similar 
project for a band of Companions of St. George. Rhodes, before 
leaving for Cape Town, had looked in one evening at Mowbray 
House, whence, he said, he was going direct to his lawyer, Mr. 
Hawkesley, having altered his will, as he had said he would, and left 
the whole of his fortune to Lord Rothschild and Stead together
Stead to be considered by Lord Rothschild as the representative of 
his ideas, and the money to be utilized in accordance with Stead's 
views. But while thus providing for the possibility of his death, 
Rhodes declared he was 'very strong' and quite hoped and expected 
to be able to control his fortune himself. 'He seemed very well 
pleased with himself,' Stead records in conclusion; 'said he had seen 
everybody and had worked like a galley-slave.' 
There we may leave the matter. All that there remains to tell about 

it has been told fully in Stead's book, The Last Will and Testament of 
Cecil Rhodes. From that last will Rhodes removed Stead's name 
because, as he said, of his 'extraordinary eccentricity,' a phrase 
covering Stead's two besetting sins in his friend's eyes- his pro
Boer partisanship, chiefly, but also, in some degree, his obsession 
with spooks. 
The Secret Society was still-born. The Rhodes Scholarships idea, 

conceived at about the same time, shows every sign of immortality. 
Rhodes and Stead had often discussed it in the 'nineties, but it was 
not until April1o, 1900, that the provisions to be incorporated in the 
trust deed were finally decided on. Rhodes invited Stead to dinner 
- again at the Burlington - to discuss the matter with himself and his 
solicitor, Mr. Hawkesley. But Stead's account of that evening's 
conversation contains little that has not been told already a score of 
times, by himself or by Rhodes's biographers or by the actual terms 
of the Rhodes Scholarship Trust. We all remember how Rhodes 
approached the subject - his determination not to let the scholarships 
go to mere bookworms. The 'smug' element, as he called it (including 
Greek and Latin scholarship), might stand for four-tenths in the 
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selection of his scholars, but 'brutality' (by which he meant only 
manliness, with perhaps horse-sense) should stand for two-tenths. 
'Then there is tact and leadership, again two-tenths. That makes up 
the whole. You see how it works?' 
Stead urged that tact and leadership should count for more and 

scholarship for less, but both Rhodes and Hawkesley were against 
him. Eventually a compromise was agreed to, these two elements 
being made to stand each for three-tenths. It may be noted that when 
he was thus bequeathing his millions Rhodes had practically no ready 
money. Stead had called him 'the Millionaire without a sixpence.' 
'Quite true!' Rhodes replied, 'I never have a bob. At this present 
moment my account at the bank is overdrawn £7o,ooo. Never a bob! 
But my money is all right. Don't be afraid; it won't fail.' 
While concerned mostly with problems and projects and big ideas, 

these talks turned of course upon persons now and again. Lord 
Milner's name recurs repeatedly, Stead condemning his South 
Mrican policy, Rhodes defending and praising him. 'I have the 
greatest possible regard for Milner, but I have seen very little of him,' 
he declared that same evening. 'He said to me, "The less you and I 
are seen together the better." Hence I never invited him to Groote 
Schuur.' The war had been Milner's war, he added, not Chamber
lain's- Chamberlain had been strong against it. This led to the usual 
wrangle, Stead deploring the war, Rhodes justifying it and accusing 
Stead of insubordination- the kind of insubordination, he com
plained, which he had always seen in the way of their Secret Society. 
'Yes, insubordination,' he insisted. 'Now here we are, your three 
boys, Garrett, Milner and myself. We are all your boys and we are 
on the spot, and we all agree that a certain course is necessary and 
instead of your accepting our authority, we being on the spot, being 
your boys, nothing will satisfy you but to go off on your own line and 
oppose us!' If it had been a social question at home in which Stead 
had been interested, he, Rhodes, even if he had thought Stead quite 
wrong, would have said to himself, 'No, that's no business of mine 
he says it is so,' and would have backed Stead up. 

Here Stead tried to get a word in. 
'Let me have my say!' Rhodes went on, 'I am going to get my talk 

in before you!' - but (so Stead describes him) quite genial and jolly 
and smiling and without a trace of bitterness. 'Take, for instance, 
America. I read your book on Chicago. That tells me what America 
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is. I would not set myself against you, because you have been there. 
Now in Mrica we have been there. Why should you set yourself 
against us?' 
'You see,' Stead replied, 'it is my misfortune to have been brought 

up in Mrican politics by a certain Cecil John Rhodes and he taught 
me certain principles in relation to Mrica which I cannot abandon 
even if Mr. Rhodes now tells me to do sol' 
'That's all right,' said Rhodes, 'but you must remember, things 

have changed.' 
'Yes,' persisted Stead, 'but you have always taught me that the 

fundamental principle of British policy in South Mrica was to rely 
upon the Dutch and now you are making war on the Dutch and I 
cannot have it.' 
And so the friendly dispute would continue. 
Stead was to have two later meetings with Rhodes; but, in subse

quent years, when recalling his friend, his mind will have gone back 
oftenest, I imagine, to that evening at the Burlington Hotel in April 
1900. Few things in his life can have touched him more than Rhodes's 
magnanimous farewell to him, as he and his fellow-guest were 
leaving. He records the incident very simply: 

'Then he took me with both hands, more like the way Canon Liddon 
used to do- Mr. Hawkesley declared afterwards that he thought we 
were going to kiss each other. And he said: "Now, my dear Stead, 
remember that even if you should feel that it was your duty to attack 
me, no matter what you might say, it will make no difference to our 
friendship. We are much too good friends, and I owe you so much 
for what you have taught me that I never could allow anything like 
that to come between us.'' 
' "Thank you," I said. "Mr. Rhodes, I sincerely hope I shall never 

have to attack you. Good-bye. God bless you!"' 

CHAPTER 26 

THE YEAR 1903 

I 

MR. MOREL'S CAMPAIGN AGAINST CONGO SLAVERY: STEAD TAKES 

A HAND 

EARLY in 1903 Stead's active co-operation was secured for a cru
sade which soon riveted the attention of the whole world - Mr. 

E. D. Morel's crusade against slavery in the so-called Congo Free 
State. 
Before the Arab penetrated into the Congo region from the east, 

and the European from the west, the condition of the inhabitants 
had been one of absolute savagery, and it was still appalling when, in 
1876, Leopold II, King of the Belgians, took the initiative in con
vening a conference of the Powers at Brussels to consider the subject 
from the standpoint of philanthropy and of civilization. The Arabs, 
according to Sir Harry Johnston, an accepted authority on Mrican 
affairs, had wrought great improvements, doing 'much to suppress 
cannibalism and to introduce a far higher standard of comfort.1 

But they had prosecuted a ruthless slave-trade and the country stood 
in dire need of administration by an enlightened and benevolent ruler. 
By one of life's bitterest ironies, such a ruler was thought to have 

been found in King Leopold. In England especially was this the 
feeling. 'Every one who was anyone in the Missionary world,' Sir 
Harry Johnston reminds us, 'or in that section of London society 
devoted to philanthropic ideals (such as the Baroness Burdett-Coutts, 
Albert, Earl Grey, Cardinal Manning, Sir Harry Verney, Sir William 
MacKinnon) decried any attempt on the part of Great Britain to 
import base commercial considerations into the political settlement 
of Equatorial Mrica and hailed King Leopold as the man who would 
gradually raise the millions of Central Mrican negroes to a con
dition of peaceable self-government, free, on the one hand, from the 
curse of the Arab, and on the other from the alcoholizing English
man.' The King of the Belgians stood forward as the champion of 
what was best in European civilization 'and of all that was to regene
rate this vast region of potential wealth.' 

1 Introduction to E. D. Morel's Red Rubber. 
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